Standard M10 Headsets
221345

Reversible Ear Hook with
In-line PTT Clip

The over-the-ear swivel ear
piece is comfortable for extended
wear. This compact and durable
accessory allows users to receive
communication discreetly.

M10 Headsets

221343

Ear Hook with Two-Wire PTT
Clip

The over-the-ear swivel ear piece fits
comfortably in either ear for extended
periods of time and features a lapel
Push-To-Talk button.

221346

Ear Loop with Two-Wire PTT
Clip

The ear loop is a D-style ear piece
that is comfortable, lightweight, and
wraps around the ear.

221347

Flexible Ear Loop with TwoWire PTT Clip

The ear loop is a C-style ear piece
that is a comfortable, lightweight,
and easily wraps around the ear.
Flexible and adjustable to fit a wide
range of ear shapes.
221352

Mini Speaker Microphone with
Two-Wire PTT Clip

The AWC Mini Speaker Microphone
is as rugged and tough with great
audio just as the larger models. This
speaker microphone is very compact
and lightweight.

• Compatible with Motorola CLP©
Some headset styles are available for various radio models.
Ask your Account Manager for more information.
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Surveillance M10 Headsets

Listen Only M10 Headsets

221344

221350

The surveillance headset is
lightweight and comfortable. This
headset can be used in high noise
areas and hides under clothes easily.

The listen only ear loop is a C-style
earpiece that is a comfortable,
lightweight, and easily wraps
around the ear.

Standard Surveillance Headset

Listen Only Flexible Ear Loop

221348

221351

Surveillance with Long Tube
Acoustic & Two-Wire PTT

Listen Only Ear Hook

The listen only over-the-ear swivel
earpiece fits comfortably in either
ear for extended periods of time.

This lightweight and comfortable
surveillance headset features a pushto-talk button and an extra long Tube
Acoustic ear piece that allows for a
more discreet profile.
221349

Covert Surveillance

Can be used with any 3.5 mm
headphones, not included.
This lightweight surveillance
headset can be used with any set of
headphones. It features a low-profile
highly sensitive microphone and an
inconspicuous push-to-talk button.

Accessories
218885

210339

The replacement long clear ear tube
with push-on end provides a more
discreet option for those that need to
receive messages privately.

The replacement clear ear tube
with screw-on end provides a more
discreet option for those that need
to receive messages privately.

Replacement Long Tube
Acoustic (Push-on Connector)

Replacement Tube (Screw
Down)

Ear Mold

Available in three sizes for both left and right ears. Works with All
Tube Style Surveillance Headset models.
L-L

207087

L-M

204420

L-S

207063

R-S

207070

R-M

204413

R-L

207094
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